Supercritically charged objects and electron-positron pair creation
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We investigate the stability and e+ e− pair creation of supercritically charged superheavy nuclei,
udQM nuggets, strangelets, and strangeon nuggets based on the Thomas-Fermi approximation. The
model parameters are fixed by reproducing masses and charge properties of these supercritically
charged objects reported in earlier publications. It is found that udQM nuggets, strangelets, and
4
8
strangeon nuggets may be more stable than 56 Fe at the baryon number A >
∼ 315, 5×10 , and 1.2×10 ,
respectively. For those stable against neutron emission, the most massive superheavy element has
a baryon number ∼965, while udQM nuggets, strangelets, and strangeon nuggets need to have
baryon numbers larger than 39, 433, and 2.7 × 105 . The e+ e− pair creation will inevitably start for
superheavy nuclei with charge numbers Z ≥ 177, for udQM nuggets with Z ≥ 163, for strangelets
with Z ≥ 192, and for strangeon nuggets with Z ≥ 212. A universal relation Q/Re = (me − µ̄e ) /α
is obtained at a given electron chemical potential µ̄e , where Q is the total charge and Re the radius
of electron cloud. The maximum number of Q without causing e+ e− pair creation is then fixed by
taking µ̄e = −me . For supercritically charged objects with µ̄e < −me , the decay rate for e+ e− pair
production is estimated based on the Jeffreys-Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (JWKB) approximation.
−15
It is found that most positrons are emitted at t <
s, while a long lasting positron emission can
∼ 10
>
be observed for large objects with R ∼ 1000 fm. The emission of positrons and electron-positron
annihilation from supercritically charged objects may be partially responsible for the short γ-ray
burst during the merger of binary compact stars, the 511 keV continuum emission, as well as the
narrow faint emission lines in X-ray spectra from galaxies and galaxy clusters.
PACS numbers: 21.60.-n, 12.39.-x, 97.60.Jd, 98.70.Rz

I.

INTRODUCTION

The possible existence of objects heavier than the
currently known nuclei has been a long-standing and
intriguing question. As early as in 1960s, it was suggested
that there may exist unusually stable or long-lived
superheavy nuclei due to quantum shell effects, i.e., the
island of stability of superheavy nuclei [1–3]. Based on
cold and hot fusion reactions, superheavy elements with
charge number Z up to 118 have been synthesized [4–
7]. The quest to obtain heavier elements is still ongoing,
which is focused both on their properties [8–14] and
synthesis mechanism [15–25]. Meanwhile, there exist
other possibilities. For example, it was argued that
strange quark matter (SQM) comprised of approximately
equal numbers of u, d, and s quarks may be more
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stable than nuclear matter (NM) [26–28]. This indicates the possible existence of stable SQM objects such
as strangelets [29–32], nuclearites [33, 34], meteorlike
compact ultradense objects [35], and strange stars [36–
38]. Nevertheless, if we consider the dynamical chiral
symmetry breaking [39, 40], the stability window of SQM
vanishes. An interesting proposition was raised recently
suggesting that quark matter comprised of only u and
d quarks (udQM) may be more stable [41]. It was
shown that the energy per baryon of udQM nuggets
become smaller than 930 MeV at A >
∼ 300 [41], while the
properties of nonstrange quark stars are still consistent
with current pulsar observations [42, 43]. Inspired
by various astrophysical observations [44], instead of
deconfined quark matter, it was proposed that a solid
state comprised of strangeons (quark-clusters with threelight-flavor symmetry) can be the true ground state [45,
46], then small strangeon nuggets could also be stable
and persist in the universe [47].
To synthesize these heavy objects with terrestrial
experiments is very difficult. The fusion evaporationresidue cross sections in producing superheavy elements
with Z > 118 are extremely small and synthesizing them
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requires great efforts [22–25]. The possible production
of strangelets via heavy-ion collisions was proposed in
the 1980s [48, 49], while up till now no evidence of their
existence is obtained [50, 51]. Meanwhile, the udQM
nuggets and strangeon nuggets have not been observed
in any of the heavy-ion collision experiments either.
The situation may be very different in astrophysical
environments. Being one type of the most dense celestial
objects in the universe, pulsars provide natural laboratories for strongly interacting matter (termed simply
strong matter) at the highest densities. As discussed
in numerous investigations, pulsars are often recognized
as neutron stars comprised of nuclear matter. Due to
a first-order liquid-gas phase transition at subsaturation
densities, nuclear matter could form pasta phase in the
inner crust region of a neutron star [52–54], where giant
nuclei with Z up to 103 are expected [55, 56]. Meanwhile,
if any of the arguments on SQM, udQM, or strangeon
matter (SM) is true, pulsars may in fact be strange
stars [36–38, 57–62], nonstrange quark stars [42, 43], or
strangeon stars [44–46].
The matter inside compact stars can be released during
the merger of a binary system by both tidal disruption
and squeezing as the stars come into contact [63, 64].
With a simple estimation on the balance between the
tidal force and surface tension σ, the mass of the heaviest
objects ejected into space is Mmax ≈ 3Rc3 σ/GMc , where
Rc is the distance to the centre and Mc the total mass
of the binary system. Nevertheless, in such a violent
environment, the ejecta is heated and further collisions
between those objects are expected, then most of the
heavy objects are expected to decay. For example, in
the binary neutron star merger event GW170817 [65],
the ejecta quickly evolves into a standard neutron-rich
environment for r-process nucleosynthesis and produces
the transient counterpart AT2017gfo [64, 66], which is
recently confirmed by the identification of the neutroncapture element strontium [67]. For the merger of strange
stars, strangelets are ejected but quickly evaporate into
nucleons due to neutrino heating [68]. Strangeon nuggets
are formed during the merger of binary strangeon stars,
and their decay provides an important energy source
for the bolometric light curve of the following strangeon
kilonova [69].
In such cases, even if heavy objects are ejected from
compact stars, they may not survive since most of them
decay into neutrons. However, if the charge number
of those objects is large enough, a supercritical electric
field can be built around them and lead to e+ e− pair
production via the Schwinger mechanism [70]. During
the merger of a binary system, large amount of matter
(∼10−5 –10−2 M ) are ejected into space within a few
seconds [63, 64]. Objects with various sizes are then
formed in the ejecta, which will collide with each other
and are usually heated. In such a catastrophic event, the
electrons of those objects may be stripped away, which
involve various possible mechanisms. For example: 1.
The thermal ionization process should take effect at a

high temperature [71]; 2. When those objects cross areas
with strong magnetic fields1 , electrons are trapped along
the magnetic field lines while the massive core passes
through, i.e., the Lorentz ionization [72]; 3. The collision
with other objects, charged particles, and photons could
excite the bound electrons into the continuum of free
electron states [73, 74]; 4. The Goldreich-Julian effect
of electric charge separation should also play a role if the
central merger remnant does not collapse promptly into a
black hole [75]. In such cases, the charge number of those
objects may increase significantly and exceed the critical
values for e+ e− pair creation. Depending on the time
of their creation, the emitted positrons may produce a
distinct photon signature via positronium decay [76, 77],
or form an electron-positron plasma. Meanwhile, due
to back-reaction the e+ e− pairs may create alternating electric fields in time, which emit electromagnetic
radiations with the peak frequency located around 4
keV [78]. The corresponding signals for the existence
of heavy objects may be identified based on various
astrophysical observations. For the gravitational-wave
event GW170817, a short γ-ray burst GRB 170817A that
lasted about 2 s was observed shortly after (1.74 ± 0.05
s), with a photon peak energy around 220 keV [79–
81]. In this work, we thus investigate the maximum
charge numbers and the e+ e− pair creations for those
heavy objects. The paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we present our theoretical framework to model
the properties of NM, SQM, udQM, and SM around
their energy minimum. The properties of finite nuclei,
udQM nuggets, strangelets, and strangeon nuggets are
then obtained in Sec. III based on the method adopted
in our previous publications [82–85], and the e+ e−
pair creations for supercritically charged objects are
investigated in Sec. IV. Our conclusion is given in Sec. V.

II.

PROPERTIES OF STRONG MATTER

The properties of various types of strong matter
forming the supercritically charged objects can be well
approximated by expanding the energy per baryon to the
second order, i.e.,
EDM
K0
= ε0 +
nb
18



2
nb
2
− 1 + 4εs (fZ − fZ0 ) .
n0

(1)

Here EDM is the energy density, nb the baryon number
density, and fZ the charge fraction with the charge
density fZ nb . The parameter ε0 is the minimum energy
per baryon at saturation density n0 and charge fraction
fZ0 , while K0 is the incompressibility parameter and
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The minimum magnetic field strength to create supercritically
charged objects in this scenario is roughly 3.4 × 1012 G, which is
obtained by equating the the Coulomb and Lorentz forces with
the objects moving in a typical speed of 0.1c [64].

3
εs the symmetry energy. The exact values for those
parameters are fixed according to the properties of strong
matter obtained based on various studies. Note that
Eq. (1) does not involve any information on the particles
that the strong matter is made of, where the evolution
of their masses and coupling constants are not explicitly
shown. To obtain those properties, one should refer to
the models that determine the parameters of Eq. (1). In
this work, we adopt four representative parameter sets
for NM, udQM, SQM, and SM, which are summarized in
Table I.
DM
The baryon chemical potential µb = ∂E
∂nb and charge
1 ∂EDM
chemical potential µQ = nb ∂fZ of strong matter are
obtained with
 2


nb
K0
nb
2
µb = ε0 +
3 2 −4
+ 1 + 4εs fZ0
− fZ2 (2)
,
18
n0
n0
µQ = 8εs (fZ − fZ0 ) .
(3)
Then the pressure is fixed according to the basic thermodynamic relations, i.e.,
PDM = µb nb + µQ fZ nb − EDM =

K0 n2b
(nb − n0 ) . (4)
9n20

In nuclear matter, the minimum energy per baryon
is obtained at fZ = fZ0 = 0.5 and the saturation
density n0 ≈ 0.15–0.16 fm−3 , where ε0 = mN − B with
the binding energy B ≈ 16 MeV, the incompressibility
K0 = 240 ± 20 MeV [86], and the symmetry energy εs =
31.7 ± 3.2 MeV [87, 88] are constrained with terrestrial
experiments and nuclear theories. In this work, we take
their central values with n0 = 0.16 fm−3 , ε0 = 922 MeV,
K0 = 240 MeV, and εs = 31.7 MeV.
The properties of udQM obtained with linear sigma
model in Ref. [41] can be well reproduced if we take
n0 = 0.22 fm−3 , ε0 = 887 MeV, K0 = 2500 MeV,
and εs = 17.35 MeV with fZ0 = 0.5. Note that the
symmetry energy εs adopted here is small and contains
only the kinetic term. In fact, extensive investigations
on the values of εs were carried out in the past few years,
e.g., those in Refs. [89–93], where one may find a different
value for εs .
To fix the properties of SQM, we adopt the pQCD
thermodynamic potential density with non-perturbative
corrections [85], i.e.,
Ω = Ωpt + B,

(5)

where Ωpt is the pQCD thermodynamic potential density
up to the order of αs in the MS scheme [94]. The scale
dependence of the strong coupling constant and quark
masses is given by


1
β1 ln L
αs (Λ̄) =
1−
,
(6)
β0 L
β02 L




γ0
γ1
β 1 γ0
mi (Λ̄) = m̂i αsβ0 1 +
− 2
αs ,
(7)
β0
β0

TABLE I: The adopted parameter sets in Eq. (1) for nuclear
matter (NM) [87, 88], ud quark matter (udQM) [41], strange
quark matter (SQM) [85], and strangeon matter (SM) [95].
n0
fZ0
fm−3
NM 0.16
0.5
udQM 0.22
0.5
SQM 0.296 0.1
SM 0.27 0.0063

ε0
MeV
922
887
924.9
927.6

K0
MeV
240
2500
2266
4268

εs
σ
MeV MeV/fm2
31.7
1.34
17.35 19.35
18.2
15
250
100

where β0 = 9/4π and β1 = 4/π 2 for the β-function,
2
γ0 = 1/π
 and
 γ1 = 91/24π for the γ-function, and
Λ̄
L = 2 ln Λ
with ΛMS being the MS renormalization
MS

point. The renormalization scale Λ̄ is expanded with
respect to the average value of quark chemical potentials.
Its value to the first order is
Λ̄ = C0 +

C1
(µu + µd + µs ) .
3

(8)

In this work we take C0 = 1 GeV, C1 = 4, and
B 1/4 = 138 MeV, so that the most massive strange
star can reach a mass of 2M [85]. The parameters in
Eq. (1) are then obtained by varying µu and µd (µd = µs )
around the minimum energy per baryon, which is fixed
at zero external pressure P = −Ω = 0 and chemical
equilibrium µu = µd = µs for infinite strange quark
matter. The Coulomb interaction is neglected here,
which will be considered for finite sized objects. This
gives n0 = 0.296 fm−3 , ε0 = 924.9 MeV, K0 = 2266
MeV, and εs = 18.2 MeV with fZ0 = 0.1.
For strangeon matter, as was done in Ref. [95], the
potential energy density is obtained by adopting the
Lennard-Jones potential between strangeons and assuming they form a simple-cubic structure. The energy
density of strangeon matter is then obtained with

ESM = 2U0 6.2r012 n5 − 8.4r06 n3 + Mq n,
(9)
where n = nb /Aq is the number density of strangeons.
In this work we take the potential depth U0 = 50
MeV, the range of interaction r0 = 2.63 fm, the baryon
number of a strangeon Aq = 6, and the mass of a
strangeon Mq = 975Aq MeV. The obtained properties
of strangeon stars well reproduce the current constraints
on pulsar-like compact objects [96]. The energy density
obtained with Eq. (9) around the saturation density can
be approximated with Eq. (1) if we take n0 = 0.27 fm−3 ,
ε0 = 927.6 MeV, and K0 = 4268 MeV. Meanwhile, since
stable strangeon matter is slightly positively charged
due to the larger current mass of s-quarks, we take
fZ0 = 0.0063 and εs = 250 MeV.
Since the strong matter considered here is positively
charged with fZ0 > 0, the contribution of electrons
should be considered due to the attractive Coulomb
interaction. The electron energy density is obtained with
Z νe 2 p
p
Ee =
p2 + m2e dp
2
π
0

4
i
p
m4e h
2
2 + 1 − arcsh(x ) . (10)
x
(2x
+
1)
x
e
e
e
e
8π 2

=

Here xe ≡ νe /me with νe being the Fermi momentum
of electrons and me = 0.511 MeV the electron mass.
The number density, chemical potential, and pressure of
electron gas are given by
ne = νe3 /3π 2 ,
p
µe =
νe2 + m2e ,
Pe = µe ne − Ee .

(11)
(12)
(13)

To reach the energy minimum, electrons interact with
strong matter and the β-stability condition should be
fulfilled, i.e.,

with the electric potential ϕ(r) determined by
r2

dϕ
d2 ϕ
+ 2r
+ 4παr2 nch = 0.
dr2
dr

Here µb and µ̄e correspond to the respective chemical
potentials of finite-sized objects. The charge density is
obtained with nch (r) = fZ (r)nb (r) − ne (r). With the
local chemical potentials determined by Eq. (21), the
local density profiles are then obtained based on the
properties predicted in Sec. II. At a given surface tension
value σ, the radius of the core R is fixed according to the
dynamic stability of the hadron/quark-vacuum interface,
i.e.,
PDM (R) =

µe = −µQ .

III.

(14)

FINITE-SIZED OBJECTS

To investigate the properties of finite-sized objects, we
assume they are spherically symmetric and each of them
consists of a core of strong matter surrounded by an
electron cloud. We thus adopt a unified description that
was previously intended for SQM objects, i.e., the UDS
model [82–85]. The mass M , total baryon number A, net
charge number Z, total charge number Q, and electron
number Ne of the object are determined by
 2 #
Z ∞"
2
dϕ
r
M =
dr + 4πR2 σ,(15)
4πr2 E(r) +
2α
dr
0
Z R
A =
4πr2 nb (r)dr,
(16)
0

Z

2

Z =

4πr fZ (r)nb (r)dr,
Z0 ∞

Q =

(17)

4πr2 nch (r)dr,

(18)

4πr2 ne (r)dr = Z − Q.

(19)

0

Z
Ne =

2σ
.
R

∞

0

Note that the local energy density is obtained with E =
EDM + Ee and charge density nch = fZ nb − ne at r ≤ R,
while the region at r > R is occupied by electrons with
E = Ee and nch = −ne . The energy densities for strong
matter EDM and electrons Ee are obtained with Eqs. (1)
and (10), while the electron density is determined by
Eq. (11). The finite-size effects are treated with a surface
tension σ, which accounts for the energy contribution
from density gradient terms of strong interaction. By
minimizing the mass in Eq. (15) based on the ThomasFermi approximation, we obtain the density distributions
nb (r), fZ (r)nb (r), and ne (r) (µe = −µQ ), which follows
µb (r) = constant,
µ̄e = µe (r) − ϕ(r) = constant,

(20)
(21)

(23)

In our calculation, electrons are trapped within the
Coulomb potential of the core and µ̄e represents the top
of the Fermi sea for electrons. By increasing µ̄e , the
total number of electrons Ne increases, which reduces the
total charge number with Q = Z − Ne . The boundary
of the electron cloud Re is fixed at vanishing ne , i.e.,
µe (Re ) = me . In fact, since there is no electron persists
at r > Re , the Coulomb potential is simply ϕ(r) = αQ/r.
According to Eq. (21), at given µ̄e one obtains the
following relation
me − µ̄e
Q
.
=
Re
α

(24)
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If the core radius exceeds the Bohr radius (e.g., R >
∼ 10
fm), we have R ≈ Re and a direct correlation between Q
and µ̄e can be obtained with

Q = (me − µ̄e )

R

(22)

R
.
α

(25)

Based on the parameter sets indicated in Table I,
we can study finite-sized objects comprised of NM,
udQM, SQM, and SM, i.e., finite nuclei, udQM nuggets,
strangelets, and strangeon nuggets. For finite nuclei, to
reproduce the masses of known atomic nuclei [97–99],
2
we take σ = 1.34 MeV/fm . The surface tension value
for udQM nuggets is indicated in Ref. [41] with σ =
2
19.35 MeV/fm . For strangelets, it was shown that the
curvature term is important for small strangelets [100].
However, small strangelets are unstable according to our
previous calculation [85], we thus neglect the curvature
2
term and take σ = 15 MeV/fm , which well reproduces
the strangelets’ masses at A >
∼ 200. The surface
tension value σ for strangeon nuggets is not determined
and should be fixed based on the interaction between
strangeons [101]. In this work, however, we take a
reasonable surface tension value σ = 100 MeV/fm2 since
strangeon matter is in a solid-state. The adopted surface
tension values are summarized in Table I.
At given µb and µ̄e , Eq. (22) is solved numerically and
the density profiles are obtained according to Eq. (21).

5
1 0 2 0

e ts
u g g
o n n
n g e
s tra

1 0 0 0

M /A (M e V )

9 8 0

TABLE II: The ranges of baryon (A) and/or charge (Z)
numbers for objects that are stable against decaying into 56 Fe
with M/A < 930 MeV, neutron emission with Sn > 0, and
e+ e− pair creation with Z − Q < 2.

9 3 5

M
A

9 3 0
0

9 6 0

5 0

1 0 0

1 5 0

2 0 0

2 5 0

fin ite n u c le i
9 4 0

< 930
A

Sn > 0
A
finite nuclei
< 965
> 315
> 39
udQM nuggets
strangelets
> 5 × 104
> 433
strangeon nuggets > 1.2 × 108 > 2.7 × 105

Z −Q<2
Z
A
< 177 <
∼ 480
< 163 <
∼ 609
< 192 <
∼ 16285
< 212 <
∼ 90796

s tr a n g e le
ts
1 0 0 0

9 2 0
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FIG. 1:
Energy per baryon for four types of finitesized objects as functions of the baryon number A. The
experimental data for β-stable nuclei are indicated with solid
squares, which are obtained from the 2016 Atomic Mass
Evaluation [97–99].

9 4 0

m
n

9 2 0

The properties of a finite-sized object is then fixed based
on Eqs. (18-23). It is found that varying µ̄e has little
impact on the obtained masses of finite-sized objects.
To investigate the properties of supercritically charged
objects, we thus adopt µ̄e = −me in our calculation.
In Fig. 1 we present the energy per baryon of finitesized objects fulfilling the β-stability condition. The
experimental values for finite nuclei obtained from the
2016 Atomic Mass Evaluation [97–99] are well reproduced
in our framework. A minimum value corresponding to
56
Fe is identified with M/A = 930 MeV, which is mainly
due to the small surface tension of nuclear matter. For
other exotic objects such as udQM nuggets, strangelets,
and strangeon nuggets, the obtained energy per baryon
is decreasing with A due to the dominant surface energy
correction. As indicated in Table II, a critical baryon
number Acrit can then be fixed for those objects, where
at A > Acrit they become more stable than 56 Fe, i.e.,
M/A < 930 MeV. Note that the critical baryon number
may vary with surface tension. In fact, if a small enough
σ is adopted, it was shown there also exists a local energy
minimum for strangelets, where strangelets of a certain
size are more stable than others [58, 102, 103]. Similar
situations may occur for other exotic objects. A crossing
between the curves of finite nuclei and udQM nuggets
is found at A ≈ 266. In such cases, with the heaviest
element 294 Og synthesized by far [104], producing udQM
nuggets may be imminent via heavy ion collisions or the
decay of superheavy elements if udQM is the true ground
state for strong matter.
The stability of those objects against particle emission
can be observed through their chemical potentials. In
Fig. 2 we present the baryon chemical potential µb

9 0 0
1 0

1

1 0

2

1 0

3

1 0

4

1 0

5

1 0

6

1 0

7

1 0

8

A

FIG. 2: Baryon chemical potential of finite-sized objects as
functions of the baryon number A. The mass of a free neutron
mn is indicated with the horizontal line.

as functions of the baryon number A. The neutron
separation energy is then obtained with Sn = mn − µb ,
which becomes negative once µb > mn and spontaneous
neutron emission is thus inevitable for those objects
once ejected into space. The corresponding baryon
number ranges for objects that are stable against neutron
emission (Sn > 0) are listed in Table II. For the emission
of charged particles such as protons and α particles, the
existence of a Coulomb barrier effectively reduces the
rate of emission, which is less significant compared with
neutron emissions at Sn < 0. For superheavy elements
with A < 965, however, the emission of charged particles
as well as spontaneous fission should play important roles
on their stability, which is expected to be sensitive to the
shell effects and pairing. A more detailed investigation
on these aspects is thus necessary, e.g., those in Refs. [8–
13, 105–107].
With a given electron potential µ̄e , the structures
of the core and electron cloud are obtained by solving
Eq. (22). The net charge number Z of the core is
determined by subtracting the contributions of electrons,
while the total charge number Q includes contributions
of all charged particles. As indicated in Eq. (24), taking
µ̄e = me neutralizes the core entirely and corresponds to
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FIG. 3: The net (Z) and maximum (Q = Z − Ne ) charge
numbers of finite-sized objects as functions of the baryon
number A, obtained by taking µ̄e = −me .

TABLE III: The charge properties of maximum charged
objects obtained at µ̄e = −me , i.e., the net charge-to-mass
ratios Z/A, the surface charge density of the core Q(R)/R2
(R in fm), and the ratio of maximum charge number to baryon
number Q/A1/3 .
Z/A
Q(R)/R2 Q/A1/3
9
9
<
>
> 15
A ∼ 100 A ∼ 10
A>
∼ 10 A ∼ 10
finite nuclei
0.5
0.047
1.4
0.81
udQM nuggets
0.5
0.0064
0.56
0.73
strangelets
0.1
4.6 × 10−5 0.028
0.66
strangeon nuggets 0.0063 3.2 × 10−5 0.020
0.68

the global charge neutrality condition with Q = 0, while
here we have adopted µ̄e = −me , i.e., the upper edge
of the electron Dirac sea. In such cases, Q represents
the maximum charge number without causing e+ e−
pair creation. The obtained net and maximum charge
numbers are presented in Fig. 3. The predicted proton
numbers for nuclei coincide with the experimental βstability line as indicated with solid squares. For udQM
nuggets, the obtained charge numbers are slightly smaller
than finite nuclei, which is mainly due to the small
symmetry energy adopted here. By taking fZ0 = 0.1
and 0.0063 instead of 0.5, the obtained charge numbers
for strangelets and strangeon nuggets are much smaller
than the two-flavor cases. The net charge-to-mass
ratios vary smoothly from fZ0 at A <
∼ 100 to small
9
values at A >
∼ 10 , which are presented in Table III.
Meanwhile, as was discussed in our previous works [82–
85], a constant surface charge density Q(R)/R2 (as
9
indicated in Table III) is obtained at A >
∼ 10 if we also
consider the contribution of electrons in the core.
Since the single particle levels for electrons are degenerate in spin, a critical charge number Zcrit is obtained

FIG. 4:
Radii of the core R and electron cloud Re as
functions of the baryon number A, obtained by taking µ̄e =
−me .

at Z − Q = 2 according to Fig. 3. The corresponding
upper limits of baryon and charge numbers for objects
that are stable against e+ e− pair creation with Z −
Q ≤ 2 are presented in Table II. For objects with
larger Z, with the critical electric field built around the
core, electrons will inevitably appear due to e+ e− pair
creation, which effectively reduces the charge number
from Z to Q (Q < Z). The corresponding decay rates
can be estimated by Eq. (27). Note that the critical
charge number for superheavy elements was a longstanding problem and many efforts were made in the
past decades. For example, the critical charge number
Zcrit = 137 is obtained for a pointlike nucleus [108, 109].
For more realistic cases, adopting different radii for finitesized nuclei predicts various critical charge numbers with
Zcrit = 171–178 [110–112], while our prediction in Fig. 3
with Zcrit = 177 lies within this range. Finally, the
maximum charge numbers Q for different types of objects
8
>
are converging at A >
∼ 10 or R ∼ 1000 fm, where the
variations on the core structures become insignificant.
In Fig. 4 we present the radii of the core R and electron
cloud Re obtained at µ̄e = −me . At A <
∼ 4000, the ratio
of radius to baryon number r0 = R/A1/3 is increasing
with A, which arises from the Coulomb repulsion and a
decrease of pressure from surface energy as in Eq. (23).
In fact, such a decrease of baryon density was pointed
out in previous studies, e.g., the bubble-like structures
found in very heavy nuclei embedded in an electron
background [113]. Based on Eq. (24), the maximum
charge an object can carry without causing e+ e− pair
production can then be obtained by taking µ̄e = −me ,
which gives Q = 0.71Re (Re in fm) [114]. The radii
of electron cloud Re are thus linked with the maximum
charge number Q, which is indeed the case according to
our numerical calculation. The relation also predicts the
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FIG. 5: Positive and negative energy spectra for electrons in
the Coulomb potential of a charged object with Q = 1000.

trend on the maximum charge numbers with Q = 0.71R
(or Q = 0.71r0 A1/3 with r03 ≈ 3/4πn0 ) as we increase
5
> 15
A, which should be valid at R >
∼ 10 fm or A ∼ 10
with R and Re being nearly the same. For finite nuclei,
as indicated in Fig. 3, adopting n0 = 0.16 fm−3 gives
Q = 0.81A1/3 . For other exotic objects, as indicated in
Table III, Q is smaller due to larger values for n0 .
IV.

l=0

1 0 0 0

r (p m )

-0 .5

For a supercritically charged object, the decay rate
can then be estimated based on the JWKB approximation [110, 115], i.e.,
Z
lX
max
1 −me
(2l + 1)f (ε)PJWKB (ε, l)dε, (27)
Γ=
π V (0)+me

e+ e− PAIR PRODUCTION

For e+ e− pair production in the electric field of a
positively charged object, an example of the tunneling
process is illustrated in Fig. 5. Electrons located in the
Dirac sea propagate into the Fermi sea (from r− to r+ ),
leaving behind a hole at r− , i.e., positrons. The electron
chemical potential of the system is µ̄e (≤ −me ), with
the total charge number Q. A potential for electrons
is then obtained with V (r) = −ϕ(r) = −αQ/r for
r ≥ Re . Note that the screening effects of electrons
are included in the total charge number, where the
charge number without electrons Z is larger than Q.
The tunneling process is only possible for electrons with
energy µ̄e ≤ ε ≤ −me , where the levels at ε ≤ µ̄e
are already occupied. According to the Thomas-Fermi
approximation, a boundary for electrons is obtained at
r = Re with µ̄e = V (Re ) + me , beyond which electrons
do not exist. The relation between Q, Re , and µ̄e is
indicated in Eq. (24), while the maximum charge an
object can carry without causing e+ e− pair production
was obtained by taking µ̄e = −me [114].
The decay rate of the vacuum for e+ e− pair production
in an arbitrary constant electric field E is given by [70]


∞
Γ
αE2 X 1
nπEc
= 2
exp
−
,
(26)
V
π n=1 n2
E
2
where
√ the critical electric field is Ec = me /e =
2
me / 4πα.

with the electron transmission probability at given energy ε and angular momentum l being


s

2
Z r+
αQ
l(l
+
1)
+ m2e − ε +
dr.
PJWKB = exp 2
r2
r
r−
(28)
Here f (ε) predicts the empty states of electrons. If the
e+ e− pair creation rate is much smaller than the rate of
electron thermalization, we can adopt the Fermi-Dirac
distribution of electrons and have


−1
ε − µ̄e
f (ε) = 1 − 1 + exp
,
(29)
T
where a lower limit µ̄e in the integral of Eq. (27)
is obtained for zero temperature cases (T = 0) due
to the requirement of Pauli exclusion principle, and
the maximum angular momentum
is given by lmax =

p
2
2
Int
α Q + 1/4 − 1/2 . The two real turning points
r± are obtained by solving
s
αQ
l(l + 1)
+ m2e ,
(30)
ε+
=±
2
r±
r±
which gives
r± = −

αQε ±

p
α2 Q2 m2e + l(l + 1) (ε2 − m2e )
.
ε2 − m2e

(31)

Note that the turning points may become smaller than
the electron-vacuum boundary (r± < Re ) at l > 0. The
tunneling process for ε > µ̄e is still possible without
violating the Pauli exclusion principle. However, the
Coulomb potential V (r) = −αQ/r is not valid at r < Re ,
since the charge number enclosed within the sphere of
radius r becomes larger than Q [116]. In such cases,
r+ may become slightly larger and the transmission
probability PJWKB (ε, l) at l > 0 increases. In this work,
for simplicity, we neglect the variation of the Coulomb
potential at r < Re . The integral in Eq. (28) can then
be obtained with
"
#
p
2παQε
2
2
PJWKB = exp 2π α Q − l(l + 1) + p
.
ε2 − m2e
(32)
By taking l as continuum values, the summation in
Eq. (27) can be obtained via integration and gives
Γ=

1
[1 + (2παQ − 1) exp (2παQ)]
2π 3
!
Z −me
2παQε
×
exp p
dε.
ε2 − m2e
µ̄e

(33)
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FIG. 6: The decay rates of e+ e− pair creation for objects with Z = 300, 1000, 104 , and 105 , where the total charge Q is fixed
at a given µ̄e .

Assuming a constant Coulomb potential inside a core
of radius R and net charge number Z, the electron
distributions at given µ̄e can be obtained based on
Eqs. (21) and (22). Note that for the ultra-relativistic
cases with ϕ(r)  me , an analytical solution is obtained
for ϕ(r) [117]. The values of R and Z for various types
of objects are fixed according to the results indicated in
Figs. 3 and 4, where µ̄e = −me was adopted.
The e+ e− pair production rate is predicted by Eq. (33),
where the total charge number Q is fixed at a given µ̄e
with µ̄e ≤ −me . In Fig. 6 we present our results for supercritically charged nuclei, udQM nuggets, strangelets,
and strangeon nuggets with Z = 300, 1000, 104 , and 105 .
For a supercritically charged object carrying a net charge
Z, as indicated in Eq. (24), the total charge number
Q decreases from Z as electrons are created and fill in
the Fermi sea, while the corresponding positrons leave
the system due to Coulomb repulsion. The variation of
Q for supercritically charged objects becomes small at

−7
Γ<
that the e+ e− pair creation
∼ 10 MeV. This suggests
−15
<
is most effective at t ∼ 10
s under the assumption that
positions are emitted sequentially and Γ does not deviate
much from those indicated in Fig. 6. During the merger
of binary compact stars, the positron emission due to
the release of supercritically charged objects may thus
be partially responsible for the short γ-ray burst [79, 80].
For a fixed net charge number Z, more e+ e− pairs are
produced by objects with smaller R, where R increases in
the order of finite nuclei, udQM nuggets, strangelets, and
strangeon nuggets. For the superheavy nucleus 918 300,
to create one e+ e− pair takes at least a few 10−22 s
with the decay rate on the order of MeV, while longer
duration is expected for smaller Z [118]. Note that at
small charge numbers such as Z = 300, the pair creation
−7
quickly stops at Γ <
∼ 10 MeV since the Coulomb field
is easily screened by electrons with Q − 1 < Qµ̄e =−me
as indicated in Fig. 3. This is not the case for larger
objects, where the positron emission tends to last much
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FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 6 but for supercritically charged objects
with R = 1000 fm.

longer since they possess larger charge numbers.
For larger objects, as an example, we consider the cases
with R = 1000 fm, which correspond to the net charge
numbers Z = 3.1 × 107 , 6.4 × 106 , 91698, and 60487 for
finite nuclei, udQM nuggets, strangelets, and strangeon
nuggets, respectively. The decay rates as functions of
the charge number Q are presented in Fig. 7, which are
increasing with Q. At Q ≈ 14000, the obtained decay
rates lie in the range of 2–15 MeV, suggesting a fast
reduction of Q. As Q decreases, the decay rates for e+ e−
pair creation becomes much smaller, i.e., a continued
source of positron emission. Comparing with the charge
numbers Q (= Z − Ne ) indicated in Fig. 6, the values
obtained here for objects with same radii are close to
each other and possess similar decay widths, which is
8
what we have observed in Fig. 3 for objects with A >
∼ 10
or R >
∼ 1000 fm. Meanwhile, similar to static cases, the
charge number Q increases with Z. As was discussed in
Fig. 4, a universal relation Q/R = (me − µ̄e ) /α can be
obtained based on Eq. (24) for very large objects with
5
> 15
R>
∼ 10 fm or A ∼ 10 . By substituting this relation
5
into Eq. (33), the decay rate for objects with R >
∼ 10 fm
can be determined.
−15
With most e+ e− pairs created at t <
s, the
∼ 10
maximum number of positrons emitted by supercritically
charged objects at T = 0 can be obtained with Ne+ ≈
Z − Qµ̄e =−me based on the charge numbers indicated
in Fig. 3. In Fig. 8 a rough estimation on the energy
release (E ≈ 2me Ne+ Mej /MA ) of positron annihilation
during the merger of binary compact stars is presented,
where we have assumed Mej = 0.001 M for the total
mass of ejected objects with baryon number A and
mass MA as determined by Eq. (15). It should be
mentioned that the ejected mass (∼ 10−5 -10−2 M )
and its composition depend on binary parameters and
the equation of state of dense stellar matter [119, 120],
which are likely to deviate from our current assumption.

FIG. 8: Isotropic energy release in γ-rays via the process of
positrons annihilating with electrons.

The obtained isotropic energy release for the ejected
superheavy nuclei and udQM nuggets are comparable
with the estimated value (3.1 ± 0.7) × 1046 erg of GRB
170817A [79, 80], while smaller values for strangelets and
strangeon nuggets are obtained. With such a substantial
amount of e+ e− pairs produced within a compact region
and a short period of time, drastic collisions among
electrons, positrons, photons, various types of particles,
and supercritically charged objects take place, which
become optically thick to γ-rays and would reach thermal
equilibrium if the thermalization time is shorter than the
escape time. A reduction of photon peak energy from
positron annihilation (511 keV) is thus expected, e.g., a
blackbody spectrum with a high-energy tail [121]. Note
that there is a 1.7 second delay between the trigger times
of the gravitational-wave signal GW170817 and the γ-ray
burst GRB 170817A [79, 80], which may be attributed
to two main reasons [80]: 1. the intrinsic delay between
the moment of binary coalescence and the production
of an emitting region, e.g., the time it takes for the
ionization process to take effects and/or the launching
of a relativistic jet; 2. the time elapsed for the emitting
region to become transparent to γ-rays, e.g., the required
time for the fireball to expand and become optically thin
to γ-rays and/or the propagation of the jet to break out
of the dense gaseous environment.
It is worth mentioning that the temperature can be
as high as T ≈ 50 MeV during the merger of a binary
system, e.g., those indicated in Ref. [122]. The thermal
electron-positron pairs will thus be produced abundantly,
where the number density of positrons can be fixed by
ne+ ≈ 2.378 × 10−8 T 3 with ne+ in fm−3 and T (>
∼ me )
in MeV. If we suppose there is a heated spherical region
(T = 50 MeV) with a radius ∼2 km in the ejecta [122],
the corresponding energy stored within the rest mass
of e+ e− pairs is E ≈ 1.6 × 1047 erg. This value may
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become larger if we consider the other regions of ejecta,
though most of the energy may be converted into kinetic
energy as ejecta expands [80]. Meanwhile, we should
mention there may be other important energy sources,
e.g., the thermonuclear reactions, the thermal radiation
such as the outflowing ν ν̄ [123] and/or e+ e− [71] fluxes,
the decay of strangelets [68] and strangeon nuggets [69],
etc. In such cases, the energy release in γ-rays during
the merger of binary strange stars or strangeon stars
can be attributed to those processes instead of positron
emissions from strangelets or strangeon nuggets.
A substantial amount of positrons and supercritically
charged objects may finally escape the binary system,
which later create the 511 keV continuum emission
observed in the Galaxy via positronium decay [76, 77]. In
fact, it was shown that the observed positron annihilation
mainly comes from the bulge with a large bulge-todisk ratio around 1.4 [77], which seems to correlate
with the distribution of binary systems in the Milky
Way. Such kinds of correlations have recently been
adopted as tracers of binary neutron star mergers [124].
Meanwhile, before the emission of positrons, the e+ e−
pairs produced around the surfaces of supercritically
charged objects would oscillate with alternating electric
field for a short time, and emit electromagnetic radiations
with a characteristic frequency around 4 keV [78]. We
suspect these radiations are actually responsible for the
narrow faint emission lines around 3.5, 8.7, 9.4 and 10.1
keV observed in the Milky Way center, nearby galaxies
and galaxy clusters [125, 126].

V.

CONCLUSION

We study the properties of finite-sized objects that
are heavier than the currently known nuclei, i.e., superheavy nuclei, udQM nuggets, strangelets, and strangeon
nuggets. The structures of those objects are obtained
based on the UDS model [82–85], where the ThomasFermi approximation is adopted. The local properties of
nuclear matter, ud quark matter, strange quark matter,
and strangeon matter are determined by expanding the
energy per baryon to the second order, while a surface
tension is introduced for the hadron/quark-vacuum interface. The parameters are fixed by reproducing the
masses and charge properties of β-stable nuclei [97–99],
udQM nuggets [41], large strangelets [85], and strangeon
matter [95].
Comparing with the most stable nucleus 56 Fe, udQM
nuggets, strangelets, and strangeon nuggets are more
stable at A > Acrit with Acrit ≈ 315, 5 × 104 , and
1.2 × 108 , respectively. The masses of finite nuclei
and udQM nuggets become similar at A ≈ 266, which
increases the possibility in synthesizing udQM nuggets
via heavy ion collisions. The stability of those objects
is investigated by examining their chemical potentials,
where we have obtained a maximum baryon number for
superheavy elements with Amax ≈ 965, and minimum

baryon numbers Amin ≈ 39, 433, and 2.7 × 105 for udQM
nuggets, strangelets, and strangeon nuggets that are
stable against neutron emission. The charge properties
of those objects are obtained, where the net charge
fraction (Z/A) vary smoothly from 0.5, 0.5, 0.1, and
−5
0.0063 (A <
∼ 100) 9to 0.047, 0.0064, 4.6 × 10 , and
−5
3.2 × 10
(A >
∼ 10 ) for finite nuclei, udQM nuggets,
strangelets, and strangeon nuggets, respectively. For
objects with large enough net charge numbers Z ≥ Zcrit ,
e+ e− pair creation inevitably starts, where Zcrit = 163,
177, 192, and 212 for udQM nuggets (609 163), finite
nuclei (480 177), strangelets (16285 192), and strangeon
nuggets (90796 212), respectively. The maximum charge
numbers that are stable against e+ e− pair creation are
investigated, which increase with Z and are converging
> 8
at R >
∼ 1000 fm or A ∼ 10 for different types of objects.
A universal relation Q/Re = (me − µ̄e ) /α is obtained
at given µ̄e , where Q the charge and Re the radius of
electron cloud. The maximum charge can be obtained by
5
> 15
taking µ̄e = −me . At R >
∼ 10 fm or A ∼ 10 , R ≈ Re
and the universal charge radius relation is obtained with
Q = 0.71R, which is consistent with those predicted in
Ref. [114].
For supercritically charged objects, the decay rate for
e+ e− pair production is estimated based on the JWKB
approximation [110, 115]. It is found that most positrons
−15
are emitted at t <
s, which should be partially
∼ 10
responsible for the short γ-ray burst due to the release
of supercritically charged objects during the merger of
binary compact stars [79, 80]. For the superheavy nucleus
918
300, to create one e+ e− pair requires at least few
−22
10
s, while longer duration is expected for smaller
Z. The e+ e− pair creation for small objects (Z = 300)
quickly stops due to the screening effects of electrons.
For larger objects, positron emission last much longer,
which may be responsible for the 511 keV emission from
positron annihilation in the Galaxy [76, 77] as well as
the narrow faint emission lines in X-ray spectra observed
in the Milky Way center, nearby galaxies and galaxy
clusters [125, 126].
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the temperature of
newly created supercritically charged objects may reach
up to ∼50 MeV during the merger of a binary system [63].
In such cases, the rate of e+ e− pair creation becomes
much larger since the electronic states with ε < µ̄e may
not be completely occupied as predicted in Eq. (29).
The thermal ionization should also be considered, where
bound electrons are excited to the continuum of free
electron states so that the charge Q of those objects
is increased. In fact, the emission of positrons due to
e+ e− pair creation combined with the evaporation of
thermalized electrons was shown to create an outflowing
plasma of ∼1051 ergs/s on strange stars’ surfaces with
T ≈ 1011 K [71]. Meanwhile, the environment of
these objects created during the merger of a binary
system may be filled with e+ e− plasma, which could
reduce Q by capturing the surrounding electrons. In
such cases, to determine the final state of those charged
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objects, more detailed studies on the evolution of Q
with e+ e− pair creation, thermal ionization, and electron
capturing combined with the time evolution of their
surrounding environment are necessary, which is intended
in our future works. Due to the requirement of charge
conservation, same amount of electrons Ne = Q are
ejected from the charged object. Some of the electrons
will recombine with the positively charged objects, or experience a positronium decay with the positrons emitted
by supercritically charged objects, while the rest of them
forms a e+ e− plasma or trapped along magnetic field
lines and emit synchrotron radiation. All of which are
expected to contribute to the electromagnetic signal of
the short γ-ray bursts. Nevertheless, we do not know for
sure how many of those supercritically charged objects
are created or the exact charge number Q they carry,
in which case a detailed dynamical simulation on those
processes needs to be carried out.
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